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ABSTRACT
Automated fault prediction and diagnosis in HPC systems
needs to be efficient for better system resilience. With in-
creasing scalability required for exascale, accurate fault pre-
diction aiding in quick remedy is hard. With changing super-
computer architectures, distilling fault data from the noisy
raw logs requires substantial efforts. Predicting node failures
in such voluminous system logs is challenging.

To this end, we investigate an interesting way to pin-
point node failures in such supercomputing systems. Our
study on Cray system data with automated machine learn-
ing tools suggests that specific patterns of event messages on
node unavailability can be indicator to node failures. This
data extraction coupled with system and job data correla-
tion helps in devising a methodology to predict node failures
and their location over a specific time frame. This work aims
to enable broader applicability for a generic fault prediction
framework.
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1. INTRODUCTION
HPC resilience has been researched extensively and prior

work has studied system logs in the context of fault detection
and prediction. While most works have focused on BlueGene
system [6, 11, 3, 8], the most popular HPC systems these
days are Cray machines amongst the top supercomputers [2].

From log data analysis to root cause diagnosis across var-
ious levels (hardware, system, application) researchers have
studied failure manifestations in HPC systems and devised
ways to improve precision and recall rates [7]. In-spite of
this body of work on resilience we feel further investigation
is required for the following reasons:
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• Existing work performs prediction and diagnosis with-
out emphasizing real-time mitigations. Pin-pointing
nodes which will fail in the future well ahead in time
to pro-actively recover from performance disruptions
still remains a challenge. Choosing an optimal learn-
ing window interval and lead time are important con-
siderations for successful prediction of node failures.

• Most prior works [11, 12, 5] use the same training
data for future predictions over a long time frame. As
hinted in Gainaru et al. [7], correlations found off-line
are not changed, which limit the approach when us-
ing a short training set for long future time window.
This limitation makes prediction unrealistic when used
on production systems. We should investigate further
dynamic learning techniques and online prediction to
improve prediction accuracy like Gu et al. [8].

• There exist unpredictable failures [7]. Understanding
Cray systems to see existence of such cases where cor-
relation extraction is hard from system logs needs to
be studied.

• Most resilience work [6, 12, 3, 5] features case studies
of systems, which are decommissioned and not in use
like the BlueGene system Mira/Ranger etc. Currently
used systems require further studies to understand re-
quirements of resilience.

• Validation of predicted faults is done through compar-
ison with event logs or by discussing with the system
administrators. Relying on manual human expertise or
system administrator’s knowledge is difficult at times.
Is there any better validation scheme for good predic-
tion accuracy?

Recent work [10, 9, 4] gives helpful insights on Cray data
studying Titan [1]. This work shows interesting ways to
pin-point failures by phrase extraction and time-based event
correlation.

2. SOLUTION APPROACH
Data preprocessing considering important features across

various directories and files in Cray logs is challenging since
identifying determining factors of failures is not straight for-
ward. Additionally, there exists time slack between service



nodes, Job schedulers (like SLURM/TORQUE) and com-
pute nodes making time-based correlation painful. In the
light of these conditions, our work focuses on identifying
node failures and figuring out machine learning tools that
can automate failure detection from raw logs. Our work re-
lies on data from the Cray platforms Edison and Hopper
available at NERSC.

In our proof-of-concept design and implementation, we
investigate three directions that can facilitate pin-pointing
node (service/compute) failures: distinction between nor-
mal shutdown versus nodes abnormally going down, figur-
ing out how to leverage time-series based error messages and
phrase extraction methods to identify failures and, correla-
tion of system data with job data to detect faulty nodes.
While PCA (principal component analysis) is hard for the
kind of text-data needed to be parsed, continuous time LDA
(Latent Dirichlet Allocation) based probability analysis like
unsupervised key-phrase extraction methods can help iden-
tify required text phrases. Mass service node shutdowns are
common compared to a single compute node failure in a
chassis. Identifying those rare compute node failures by re-
lating job ids, which are re-run several times on those faulty
nodes, with boot messages indicating a node’s status can
pin-point node failures. Our work derives such hints and in-
sights from Cray data, which is vital in the context of fault
prediction and subsequent proactive resilience actions.

3. CONCLUSION
Our findings reveal that service node reboots and main-

tenance related shutdowns are frequent, compute node fail-
ures because of faults are relatively rare. While boot mes-
sages, node health information and console messages can
together extract node state and fault, additional job state
information running on that node could facilitate identify-
ing node failures. Since the focus is on temporal text mining
rather than number based covariance analysis, leveraging
unsupervised machine learning techniques like LDA, DTM
(Dynamic Topic Model-ling) and similar phrase extraction
methods could be a viable research direction.
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